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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 29 Jan 2011 12.00
Duration of Visit: 15
Amount Paid: 32
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

Well known walk-up. This was the 1st floor flat, which is sparsely furnished. Situated just off Peter
Street next to a tattooist. Do not mix it up with number 1, which has a more of a disparaging
appearance and slightly lower class in girls.

The Lady:

Erica is a 35-year-old, blond Spaniard, with a trim physique sporting a 32-B/C bust, who proved to
be both amicable and professional. She seemed pleasant enough, but was seemingly distracted a
lot by conversations on her mobile phone, which was a bit disconcerting. For the money paid, I do
not expect true GFE, but a more engaging personality and demeanour would have been
appreciated.

The Story:

The punt itself was perfectly fine, if somewhat unremarkable in the event. Paid for the full service,
but opted out of the oral, as the mood for that wasn?t upon me. When we first engaged, Erica was
very apprehensive of my cold hands (it was rather nippy outside), but didn?t? flinch away at any
stage. Plenty of body-kissing got the proceedings under way and she appeared to be
accommodating enough for most things.
Sex was perfunctory with limited responsiveness.
I would give it a 50% rating, principally due to the distracted nature of the girl, but I can not fault the
professionalism and unrushed nature of the occasion. For what the establishment is, and the
relative scant payment required, the service is more than satisfactory. I am surmising that my
requirements fall a lot higher than this and I ought to lower such expectations when frequenting the
delights of Soho!
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